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It’s all already started.

Levi Garrison’s complexion changed slightly, and he stared at them firmly: “How is it possible? In such a
short time! I also didn’t find out what weapons or large things you made?”

He couldn’t figure out what their revenge was besides these.

Doctor Dark replied: “That’s because our revenge doesn’t need these at all! Our revenge uses other
things!”

Hear here.

Levi Garrison and Xiao Liejun’s expressions have changed drastically.

That’s it!

Something is going to happen!

This time things are serious!
“With the help of others?”

Cao Zhiguo asked.

“You should also know that the Lab of the Gods has explored many places in the world and controlled or
discovered many secrets! Some secrets are beneficial and can be used and controlled. But some secrets
are harmful. In layman’s terms, they are disasters!”

Said Doctor Dark.

“Could it be that you used these things to retaliate? So you just need to release these!”

Levi Garrison immediately understood.

“But it hasn’t started yet, should I be able to stop it?”

Levi Garrison asked immediately.

God’s brain shook his head: “No way! The two aircraft I made have already started the automatic
program. Once the program is turned on, even I can’t stop it! Let alone other people!”

“Even if the destruction is prevented, it won’t work! I also set up self-destructing devices! They will selfdestruct and explode at the designated destination! This will detonate!”

Levi Garrison understood it roughly: “So these two aircraft are meant to detonate a certain explosive
location? In order to destroy everything?”

“Yes, it’s wrong.”

Levi Garrison’s expression softened slightly: “But after detonation, the power is great, and at most one
area will be destroyed. Why do you look like the end of the world is coming?”

Levi Garrison still knows these things roughly.

That’s the power of the sky.

It is estimated that the Eagle Nation will be able to stop it if they encounter it.

Let alone spread to the whole world.

That is impossible!

How can there be such a power!

Therefore, Levi Garrison is not worried anymore.

Doctor Dark nodded and said: “Yes! Wrong! It is to destroy the whole world! You have not heard
anything wrong!”

God’s brain nodded fiercely.

